Global Alumni Network Leadership

The JHSPH Global Alumni Network (GAN) connects you with the knowledge and experience of 20,000+ fellow alumni over the world. Increase your professional knowledge and personal networks with fellow JHSPH alumni in your area through events, news, and insights in the field of public health.

With the success of the School’s Centennial 100 Dinners, we realized alumni are eager to connect, engage, and share with one another and the School. To support that and keep the momentum building, the School’s Constituent Relations Team set out to find pockets of active, engaged alumni and develop regional networks.

Here’s where you come in:

As an expert in your field, you’ve got resources that are highly valued – such as job opportunities at your company, mentoring and career advice, an understanding of your area’s assets and more. Members of the GAN work to strengthen relationships between JHSPH, alumni, current students, and prospective students. There are so many ways to give back to the school and help shape the future of public health. We ask that above all, you help enhance alumni connections and ties to one another - and to the School.

Here’s how:

- Create content-driven or activity-oriented events
- Share School-wide initiatives, events, and activities with your network
- Recruit alumni to represent JHSPH at career fairs and grad fairs and serve as admissions representations for prospective students debating attending
- Connect alumni with current students and younger alumni who need mentoring
- Serve as subject matter experts
- Facilitate deeper connections between alumni
- Support the School’s fiscal scholarship
- Share updated information to help maintain JHSPH alumni records
- Communicate alumni interests and concerns to Constituent Relations staff

We encourage each network’s leadership team to play up their strengths: are you comfortable with writing? Serve as the network’s communications leader. Do you like connecting people? Think about who might make for good mentors and mentees. Interested in logistics? Coordinate happy hours and mixers with intellectual content thrown in for good measure. The Constituent Relations team is here to help you develop your network leadership structure and implement achievable, realistic goals for your network.

Questions? [Contact us]!